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THE POINT OF THIS PRESENTATION:

Invite designers to appreciate
when to act and 
when to non-act



CONTEXT



Context:

Picking up from where I left off at the end of my Major Research Project (2020), 
reflecting on the potential role of humility in design
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design
designing

static
process

noun
verb

Context:

“Design” will from here on out be referred to as 
“designing” to reflect process language
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Context:

Use of “designing” in presentation refers to domain 3.0 & 4.0 
with unstable wicked problems
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Context:

Use of “designing” in presentation refers to domain 3.0 & 4.0 
with unstable wicked problems
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Context:

Looking at designing through research work called 
‘Systems Changes Learning’ (SCL)
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Context:

Not a deep-dive into SCL, but it has methodology 
you can learn more about by connecting with team
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Context:

Ideas and critiques are directed at myself first and foremost, 
changing oneself before changing else

“When you point your finger at 
someone, there’s three fingers 
pointing back at you.”
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CONTEXT

Continuing to connect humility

Designing, not design

Designing referring to D3.0, D4.0, Wicked Problems

Looking at designing through Systems Changes Learning 

Not diving deep into Systems Changes Learning

Exercising self-critique



RHYTHMS



Appreciating rhythms is a story about….

WATER SKIING

vs.

SURFING
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WATER-SKIING EMPHASIZES “INTENTION”
Approaching activity with intention.
Using boat, causes wake, cutting side to side.
Mechanistic.
Causality.
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SURFING EMPHASIZES “ATTENTION”
Placing attention on weather, location, currents, winds, etc.
Responding to natural rhythmic shifts of ocean.
Living systems.
Propensity.
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Unpacking rhythms through three ideas (of the many) that SCL draws 
upon, which had an impact on my thinking…and maybe my designing.

RHYTHMS
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Seeing reality as 
a process
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Seeing reality as 
a process

Understanding the 
potential of a situation
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Seeing reality as 
a process

Understanding the 
potential of a situation

Knowing from 
the inside
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Seeing reality as a process

(Temporality -as-opposed-to- changelessness)

The Concept:

Structure is an arrangement in space; 
process is an arrangement in time.

Looking at process first.

Example:

When we look at a mountain, we should recall that the 
structure is actually a slow process.

A Takeaway:

Inserting the thought of “over time” as a consideration to 
designing, allows you to see potential (next slide)... 
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Understanding the potential energy of a situation

(Propensity -as-opposed-to- causality)

The Concept:

Everything has a natural tendency (predisposition) within them 
that is inevitable (over time).

So a strategist harnesses that potential energy of a situation 
(shi) to their advantage.

Example:

If a dam breaks, the water has no choice but to rush forth.

A Takeaway:

Trying not to force a change that goes against something’s 
natural tendency.

So it’s important to understand a thing’s nature…(next slide)
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Knowing from the inside

(Knowing from the inside -as-opposed-to- the outside)

The Idea:

Paying attention to what the system has to tell us 
about itself.

Example:

When a parent is potty training their child, only the 
child truly knows when they have to go, and can 
alert the parent.

A Takeaway:

Media habits, especially today! 

Asking myself “what’s asking for my attention and 
why…and from where”

Hard to claim high confidence knowledge of 
complexity from the outside.
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Reminder:

Just a few of the many concepts that SCL draws upon
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SO WHERE DOES DESIGNING 
& HUMBLING FIT INTO ALL THIS?



Intending to “Solve” to Wicked Problems:

Designing is trying to water ski - pulled along by the client (boat) - from D1 & 
D2 into the wicked hurricanes of D3 & D4, when surfing 
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Intending to “Solve” to Wicked Problems:

Designing is trying to water ski - pulled along by the client (boat) - from D1 & 
D2 into the wicked hurricanes of D3 & D4
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1LaWTjtRqg


Systems Change, Social Innovation, etc:

Okay fair, designing at D3, D4 is more about…“multi-stakeholder engagement”, 
“getting the system into the room”, etc. I get it but…
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…but should designing buy into 
that same level of arrog- … err 
…confidence of “intent”?

Can we be designing with 
greater humility?
..in what we know, do, say, appeal, communicate, act, 
etc.

A less contrived, more like a sage guiding 
attention to what to look for in that ocean: the 
tide, the force, hidden currents, other people… 

Can designing be the pursuit of better 
question towards practical wisdom…? 

As opposed to the pursuit of “ideals” in 
short-term?
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Recent Works to Counter Reductive Tendency:

Starting to see some of that shift in attention
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CONNECTING THIS ALL TO HUMILITY



Placing attention to rhythmic shifts 
invites learning about the 
unfolding nature of situations 
to appreciate when to act, 
and also of value,
when to non-act.

This may require humbling oneself.
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Three streams where humbly designing is having an impact on me…
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NOT communicating with confidence 
of/from a single perspective

Three streams where humbly designing is having an impact on me…
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NOT communicating with confidence 
of/from a single perspective

Being in awe of & working on the 
infrastructures that sustain us

Three streams where humbly designing is having an impact on me…
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NOT communicating with confidence 
of/from a single perspective

Being in awe of & working on the 
infrastructures that sustain us

Reacquiring concepts from traditions 
that endure & applying to today

Designing

Designing Designing

Three streams where humbly designing is having an impact on me…



Recap Map:
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Recap Map:
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Context

Attention Intention



Recap Map:
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Context

Attention Intention

Rhythms

Temporality Propensity Knowing-from-inside



Recap Map:
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Context

Attention Intention

Rhythms

Temporality Propensity Knowing-from-inside

Designing

Humbling



Context:

Ideas and critiques are directed at myself first and foremost, 
changing oneself before changing else

“When you point your finger at 
someone, there’s three fingers 
pointing back at you.”
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ONE-WORD TAKEAWAY:

rhythm
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ONE-WORD TAKEAWAY:

rhythm
THE POINT OF THIS PRESENTATION:

Invite designers to appreciate
when to act and 
when to non-act
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zaid@zaidkhan.ca

Thank you.
Looooooooong list of ideas left on the cutting-room floor.
I’ll leave this slide up for a few minutes.
You can ask me (and David Ing and Peter Jones) about…
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● Wu-Wei
● Contextual Dyadic Thinking
● Materializing vs. Dematerializing
● Wisdom Studies
● Thingification
● Type 3 and 4 Errors
● Mediated (media) understanding, representations
● Cultural Sustainability
● Teleology vs. Teleonomy / Purposeful vs. Purposive
● Ideal-Seeking vs. Finite Goals
● Urgent vs. Important
● Local vs. Distant
● History as Systems Thinking
● Knowing “when” you are, not just who you are or where you are
● Weave, Weaving, Living Lines, Contexture
● Timeless Strategy
● Islamic Design Philosophy & Systems Thinking (isnad, fiqh, adab, humility)
● Multiple stable states
● …and anything else!

? !

Potential reaction range…

“You lost me at slide #2”

“Maybe you should try a bit of humility yourself…”

“so….surfing?”

… …


